
CHARTRES [L-H] - 03 December 
Race 1 - PRIX BOULANGERIE GUESDON A BROU -  2800m WALK-UP F3 Harness. Purse EUR 
€12,000. 

1. J'ADORE CHENEVIERE - Qualified at Caen in May. Two year old filly by Cristal Money on debut. 

Market can guide. 

2. JAMES WORLD - Qualified at Caen in June. Two year old colt by Titan d'Occagnes. Eye-catching 

driver booking on debut. Consider. 

3. JEZABELLE BIE - Qualified at Le Mans in October. Two year old daughter of Dijon. Watch for market 

moves. 

4. JOIN US - Qualified at a country track in May. Two year old son of Tiego d'Etang. Market can guide. 

5. JOSH POWER - Qualified at Caen four weeks ago. Two year old colt by Offshore Dream. Interesting 

newcomer. 

6. JUNINHO - Qualified at Caen in July. Two year old gelding by Neutron du Cebe on debut. Market 

can guide. 

7. JACADI BROUETS - Two promising efforts so far with a debut fourth at La Capelle prior to a good 

0.25L second at Nancy twelve days ago. In the mix on first mounted attempt. 

8. JAGUAR DU GOUTIER - Showed promise third up in his career when 0.75L second at Nantes 

nineteen days ago. Holds claims on mounted debut. 

9. JASMIN DE RIVIERE - Two promising walk up grass efforts before an autostart DQ at Cabourg in 

October. Interesting on mounted debut. 

10. JESSY DE DAUX - Two runs back showed ability at Cabourg in August when 2L third in a Class E 

autostart. Open to progress after a break. 

11. JUPPY UP - Solid 1.25L second at this venue three weeks ago in a Class F walk up. Shortlisted on 

mounted debut. 

12. JAFAR CHARENCEY - 1.75L third on both racecourse appearances so far at Cordemais then 

Cabourg. In the mix. 

Summary: JUPPY UP (11) produced a solid 1.25L second at this venue in a Class F walk up. Shortlist 
on mounted debut. JACADI BROUETS (7) holds claims after two promising efforts so far with a debut 
fourth at La Capelle prior to a good 0.25L second at Nancy. Makes for appeal on first mounted attempt. 
JAGUAR DU GOUTIER (8) showed promise third up when 0.75L second at Nantes. Include on mounted 
debut. JAFAR CHARENCEY (12) finished 1.75L third on both racecourse appearances so far. Not to 
be dismissed delivering first mounted outing. 

Selections 

JUPPY UP (11) - JACADI BROUETS (7) - JAGUAR DU GOUTIER (8) - JAFAR CHARENCEY (12)  



Race 2 - PRIX SALON ACTUEL - BROU -  2800m WALK-UP E16 Harness. Purse EUR €17,000. 

1. IGO CLEA - Good 8.5L second at Vincennes in May tackling a Class D mounted race. Interesting 

down in level. 

2. ISSU DE CORTEM - Not disgraced in this walk-up class at Vincennes when 4.25L seventh two weeks 

ago. Each-way claims. 

3. IRRESISTIBLE PAJ - Showed ability two runs ago when successful by 0.25L in this walk up grade 

at Saint Brieuc. Include. 

4. INESTELLE - Midfield at Vincennes seventeen days ago when 7.25L seventh in this walk up level. 

Place likely best. 

5. IVAJALE - Ran with credit at Reims sixteen days back when 8.25L fourth in this walk up class. May 

build on that effort. 

6. INCONTOURNABLE - Showing consistency when a fair 9.5L fourth at Vincennes three weeks ago. 

Driver booking worth noting. Holds claims. 

7. IT'S A BEST DREAM - Ran well at Laval three weeks ago when 1.75L third in this walk up grade. 

Placed here prior. Shortlisted. 

8. INNOCENT DU BOURG - Fair 2.5L fourth at Vincennes two weeks back tackling this walk up class. 

Needs to repeat. 

9. IAGO VICTORY - Arrives in poor form and others make more appeal despite dropping significantly 

in grade. 

10. IN LOVE DE JIEL - Scored by 1.75L at Graignes sixteen days ago in a Class F autostart. Interesting 

on walk up return. 

11. ILLUSION DU RUEL - Down the field after a break at Caen in October tackling a Class D autostart. 

Needs to be at best. 

12. IDEAL D'ATTAQUE - DQ at Laval two weeks ago attempting a Grade A walk up. Fair drop in 

standard. 

Summary: IT'S A BEST DREAM (7) ran well at Laval three weeks ago finishing 1.75L third in this walk 
up grade. Placed here prior. Serious player. INCONTOURNABLE (6) is providing consistent form. 
Managed a fair 9.5L fourth at Vincennes. Driver booking worth noting. Holds claims. IRRESISTIBLE 
PAJ (3) showed ability two runs ago when successful by 0.25L tackling this walk up level at Saint Brieuc. 
Include. ISSU DE CORTEM (2) was not disgraced in this walk up class at Vincennes running 4.25L 
seventh. Each-way claims. 

Selections 

IT'S A BEST DREAM (7) - INCONTOURNABLE (6) - IRRESISTIBLE PAJ (3) - ISSU DE CORTEM 
(2)  



Race 3 - PRIX MEUBLES COULOIR - BROU -  2800m WALK-UP F56 HCP APP Monte. Purse EUR 
€15,000. 

1. GENERAL OASIS - New trainer now following a down the field effort at Pornichet in August. Prefer 

to watch. 

2. GALAXIE DU CONDROZ - 6.25L eighth at Caen eighteen days back in mounted company. Needs 

to be at best for place claims. 

3. GELINOTTE DAIRPET - DQ record is a concern and arrives in poor form. Hard to make a case for. 

4. GUERRIER JIHAIME - Two runs ago showed ability in a similar walk up grade when 1.25L third at 

Bordeaux. Could bounce back. 

5. GRIMALDI DU MONT - Good 7.25L third at Graignes nineteen days ago (mounted). Place likely best 

without shoes. 

6. GOLD DANCER - Returns to driven racing today after some mixed mounted efforts. Market can 

guide. 

7. GOETMALS DUSSAC - Only beat one rival home at Reims when 43L ninth in October tackling this 

standard. Needs more. 

8. GOLD AND GREEN - Three outings back ran well at Lyon-Parilly when 2L fourth in similar company. 

Interesting. 

9. GRACEFUL - Arrives in good mounted form including a 8.25L second last week at Lyon-Parilly. 

Consider. 

10. GIRL IS MINE - Good 5.5L third at Nantes three weeks ago in a mounted event. Could build on that 

effort. 

11. GENIE DU MESNIL - Fair 7L fourth at Nantes 23 days ago behind Graceful (second) and Girl Is 

Mine (third). Best form comes in mounted races. 

12. GET ON - Only beat one rival home at Pontchateau a month ago. Minor role likely. 

13. HARAGONAIS - 73L tenth at Vincennes a fortnight ago tackling a Class E mounted contest. Should 

find this easier but needs to be at best. 

14. HOLKA DU LYS - Consistent filly who ran 7L third at Vincennes eleven days back in a Class E fillies 

mounted race. Not dismissed. 

15. HELIUM DE L'ITON - DQ at Le Mans nine days ago. May improve second up this season. 

16. GREYSON - Three runs ago scored by an eye-catching 8.5L here in mounted company. 

Disappointing since. Worth a second look however. 

17. GADJO SAUTREUIL - 16L eleventh at Reims last week in a similar level driven contest. Needs 

improvement. 

18. HARLEY DE JANEIRO - Excellent nose second at Vincennes in April tackling a Grade C mounted 

event. Consistent type who may prove a class above this field. Top chance. 

Summary: HARLEY DE JANEIRO (18) was an excellent nose second at Vincennes in April tackling a 
Grade C mounted event. Consistent and may prove a class above this field. Top chance. GUERRIER 
JIHAIME (4) showed ability two runs ago in a similar walk up grade finishing 1.25L third at Bordeaux. 
May bounce back to that level of form. GOLD AND GREEN (8) ran well three outings back at Lyon-
Parilly managing a 2L fourth among similar company. Interesting. GRACEFUL (9) arrives in good 
mounted form including when 8.25L second last week at Lyon-Parilly. Consider. 

Selections 

HARLEY DE JANEIRO (18) - GUERRIER JIHAIME (4) - GOLD AND GREEN (8) - GRACEFUL (9)  



Race 4 - PRIX DE LA VILLE DE BROU -  2800m WALK-UP E31 Harness. Purse EUR €17,000. 

1. HYOU LOLALYS - Three runs back found success by 0.25L at Reims in a lower class walk up. Needs 

to be at best.  

2. HARMONY PERRINE - Good 3.25L second at Cordemais last weekend in a lower class walk up. In 

the mix. 

3. HELIA DU GARABIN - Scored by 3L at Lignieres nineteen days ago in a Class F walk up. Trainer in 

good form. Include. 

4. HEITIDA GEDE - Bids for a hat-trick after two nose victories in easier walk up company. Shortlisted. 

5. HILLONA DE NESLE - 13L seventh at Graignes nine days back tackling a Class E autostart. Place 

likely best. 

6. HARMONIE DE CIGNE - Showed ability at Argentan nineteen days ago when 1.25L second in a 

Grade F fillies walk up. Holds claims. 

7. HIGH MONEY D'AVRAN - Arrives in poor form and DQ record is a concern. Hard to make a case 

for. 

8. HISTOIREMIKA - 13L tenth at Laval two weeks ago in a Class F fillies walk up. Needs improvement. 

9. HYSIA D'HUON - Fair 3.25L fifth at Le Croise-Laroche four weeks ago in a Class E fillies autostart. 

Interesting on walk up return. 

10. HEROINE DARCHE - Not disgraced at Angers last weekend when 4.5L sixth in a lower walk up 

grade. Driver booking worth noting and runs barefoot. Makes appeal. 

11. HALMA D'AMER - Ran well at Vincennes three weeks ago when 0.25L second in a Class E fillies 

autostart. Holds claims if repeating. 

12. HESTIA DE L'ITON - Scored by a nose at Argentan nineteen days ago tackling a Class F fillies walk 

up. Shortlisted racing barefoot. 

Summary: HESTIA DE L'ITON (12) scored by a nose at Argentan nineteen days ago tackling a Class 
F fillies walk up. Claims racing barefoot. HEROINE DARCHE (10) was not disgraced at Angers last 
weekend when 4.5L sixth in a lower walk up grade. Driver booking worth noting and runs barefoot. 
Makes appeal. HARMONIE DE CIGNE (6) showed ability at Argentan when 1.25L second in a Grade F 
fillies walk up. Holds claims. HELIA DU GARABIN (3) found success by 3L at Lignieres tackling a Class 
F walk up. Trainer in good form. Include. 

Selections 

HESTIA DE L'ITON (12) - HEROINE DARCHE (10) - HARMONIE DE CIGNE (6) - HELIA DU 
GARABIN (3)  



Race 5 - PRIX JAUNEAU PEINTURE A BROU -  2800m WALK-UP F65 HCP Harness. Purse EUR 
€17,000. 

1. GLOIRE DES SARTS - Fair 3.25L fifth at Lisieux a month ago in this walk up class behind multiple 

subsequent winners. Could build on that effort. 

2. GALGA D'ESCRIT - Found success at Lisieux a month ago by 0.25L in this walk up grade. That form 

has worked out well and the driver booking is worth noting. Leading contender racing barefoot. 

3. GALILEA DE VITRAY - Arrives in solid form in this company with multiple placings including a nose 

second at Machecoul four weeks back. In the mix. 

4. GYPSIE MAGIQUE - Not disgraced at Cherbourg last weekend when 2.5L seventh in an amateurs 

drivers walk up. Runs barefoot. Place likely best. 

5. GAIA TREMBLADAISE - Ran with credit at Cherbourg last weekend when 2L fifth in an amateurs 

drivers walk up. Interesting runner. 

6. GALAXIE DU HOME - 3.25L ninth here twelve days ago in an amateurs drivers walk up. Won at this 

venue in September. Not dismissed. 

7. GALAXY VAUCEENNE - Fair 6.25L fifth at Maure-de-Bretagne in a Class E walk up a month ago. 

Runs barefoot again and may build on that effort. 

8. GITANE DES PRES - Winner at a country track on grass three outings back. Needs to show best 

level of form now. 

9. GALIDORE DES BOIS - 12L seventh at Saint Brieuc four weeks back in this walk up grade. Place 

likely best. 

10. GIPSA - Good nose second at Lyon-la-Soie three weeks ago tackling a higher class walk up. Runs 

barefoot. Shortlisted. 

11. GALINKA DE GENNES - Found success by 1.75L at Enghien in October 2020 in Class D mounted 

company. Market can guide on return. 

12. GENERATION GLAM - Arrives in poor form and a minor role is likely. 

Summary: GALGA D'ESCRIT (2) found success at Lisieux a month ago by 0.25L in this walk up grade. 
That form has worked out well and the driver booking is worth noting. Leading contender racing barefoot. 
GIPSA (10) showed plenty of ability at Lyon-la-Soie when a nose second tackling a higher class walk 
up. Runs barefoot. Shortlisted. GALILEA DE VITRAY (3) arrives in solid form in this company with 
multiple placings including a nose second at Machecoul. In the mix. GALAXIE DU HOME (6) was 3.25L 
ninth here in an amateurs drivers walk up. Won at this venue in September. Not dismissed. 

Selections 

GALGA D'ESCRIT (2) - GIPSA (10) - GALILEA DE VITRAY (3) - GALAXIE DU HOME (6)  



Race 6 - PRIX LE PLAT D'ETAIN -  2800m WALK-UP F65 HCP Harness. Purse EUR €17,000. 

1. GRACCHUS - 19L sixth at Paray-le-Monial four weeks ago in this walk up class. Needs more. 

2. GALERIEN DE BOUERE - Good second on grass before a fair 4.5L fifth here a month ago in this 

walk up grade. Consider without shoes. 

3. GRACOS DE JANVILLE - Showed ability at Graignes when 3L third in an amateurs drivers walk up 

four weeks ago. Holds claims. 

4. GOLDEN DU BOURG - Scored by a nose at this venue twelve days ago in an amateurs drivers walk 

up. Shortlisted without shoes. 

5. GRAAL DE CASTELLE - 11L fifth at Maure-de-Bretagne a month ago tackling a Class E walk up. 

Down in level. 

6. GINKGO DES GRANGES - DQ with 700m to go at Cagnes-sur-Mer in February 2020 attempting a 

Class C autostart. Market can guide on return. 

7. GENETS DE L'ETOILE - Not disgraced at Graignes nine days ago when 2L sixth in a Grade F 

autostart. May build on that effort. 

8. GRAND RIVAL - Ran with credit at Vincennes 24 days back when 3.25L seventh in a Class F 

autostart. Runs barefoot and not out of this. 

9. GARDE A VOUS COSSE - Three outings back showed ability on grass at country track when 3L 

fourth. Needs to be at best. 

10. GELADOR - Good nose second behind Golden Du Bourg here twelve days ago. In the mix once 

more. 

11. GO QUICKLY - 8.25L eighth behind a future winner at Laval three weeks back. Down in grade and 

may place. 

12. GOLDEN LORD MIJACK - 9L seventh at this track 24 days ago attempting a Class A walk up. Fair 

drop in standard. Not dismissed. 

13. GAMIN DE MAHEY - Ran well at Amiens twelve days ago when 1.75L third in a Class E autostart. 

Runs barefoot and could be involved. 

14. GENIE D'ATTAQUE - Solid 1.75L third at Beaumont-de-Lomagne a month ago in a Grade E 

autostart. Consider. 

Summary: GOLDEN DU BOURG (4) scored by a nose at this venue twelve days ago in an amateurs 
drivers walk up. Serious player without shoes. GELADOR (10) was runner-up in that event and rates 
the main danger once more. GALERIEN DE BOUERE (2) was a good second on grass before a fair 
4.5L fifth here in this walk up grade. Consider without shoes. GRACOS DE JANVILLE (3) showed ability 
at Graignes when 3L third in an amateurs drivers walk up. Holds claims. 

Selections 

GOLDEN DU BOURG (4) - GELADOR (10) - GALERIEN DE BOUERE (2) - GRACOS DE JANVILLE 
(3)  



Race 7 - PRIX DU GARAGE ROYER A BROU -  2800m WALK-UP E159 RST E Monte. Purse EUR 
€25,000. 

1. ELSA DE L'EVECHE - Good nose second at Graignes nineteen days ago in a Class F mounted 

contest. Best form comes in mounted company. 

2. CLASSIC DE MARZY - DQ at Le Croise-Laroche five days ago tackling a mounted race in this level. 

Needs more. 

3. CIRIO - Arrives in poor form and hard to make a case for. 

4. FATOU - DQ at Nantes twelve days back in mounted company. Needs to be at best. 

5. EURASIA JIEL - Showed ability two runs ago when 1.75L third at Argentan in a Class E mounted 

race. Interesting without shoes. 

6. DIAGHILEV - Down the field at Angers in October tackling this walk up level. Needs progress. 

7. FALTO DES LANDIERS - Fairly consistent type who ran 5.5L third behind Divin Du Renouard at 

Graignes nine days ago (mounted). Holds claims. 

8. ERMES DE CORDAY - Ran with credit behind multiple re-opposing rivals at Graignes nine days back 

when 5.5L fourth. Consider. 

9. FAROUK DU GUELIER - Not disgraced at Graignes nine days ago behind multiple re-opposing rivals 

when 7L fifth. Place likely best. 

10. DIVIN DU RENOUARD - Beat multiple re-opposing rivals at Graignes nine days ago by 5.25L in a 

Class E amateurs drivers mounted event. Leading contender to follow up without shoes. 

11. FIRST GEDE - Showed ability two runs ago at Laval when successful by 1.75L in a Class A mounted 

race. Include if repeating. 

Summary: A tricky race as most runners come from mounted racing and now contest this driven contest 
so the market could be a helpful guide. DIVIN DU RENOUARD (10) caught the eye when beating 
multiple re-opposing rivals at Graignes nine days ago when a 5.25L winner of a Class E amateurs drivers 
mounted event. Leading contender to follow up without shoes. ERMES DE CORDAY (8) ran with credit 
in the same event when 5.5L fourth. Consider. FIRST GEDE (11) showed ability two runs ago at Laval 
when successful by 1.75L in a Class A mounted race. Include if repeating. EURASIA JIEL (5) is 
interesting without shoes. 

Selections 

DIVIN DU RENOUARD (10) - ERMES DE CORDAY (8) - FIRST GEDE (11) - EURASIA JIEL (5)  



Race 8 - PRIX MAISON DE LA PRESSE -  2800m WALK-UP E219 HCP Harness. Purse EUR 
€25,000. 

1. DREAM TOGETHER - Solid 1.75L third at Laval two weeks ago in a Class E driven walk up. Fair 

mounted profile. Player. 

2. ELVETICA - Down the field at Le Croise-Laroche a month ago tackling a Grade E autostart. On 

mounted debut. 

3. DIABOLO CASTELETS - Ran well at Reims sixteen days ago when 1.75L fourth in a higher level. 

Holds claims on first mounted attempt. 

4. EN TOI J'ESPERE - Good fifth at Graignes nine days ago attempting a Grade E autostart. Interesting 

on mounted debut. 

5. FYNIO DU POMMEREUX - Showed ability at Laval three weeks ago when 7L third in an amateurs 

drivers walk up. Driver booking worth noting on mounted debut. 

6. DIORICIMO D'EVA - DQ at Laval two weeks back. Others make more appeal on first mounted 

attempt. 

7. ELAN DU MOUCHEL - Only beat one rival home when 16L sixteenth at Graignes 22 days ago. 

Mounted debut. 

8. FEE DE BOISNEY - DQ at Vincennes last week but ran well prior at the same Paris track when third. 

Interesting. 

9. DETROIT ACE - 7L seventh at Laval two weeks ago in a Class E walk up. Lightly raced in mounted 

company.  

10. DEEDJAR DU VIVIER - DQ on both outings this year. Holds some strong form from last seasons 

Vincennes winter meeting. Not dismissed. 

11. DAY DE BELLOUET - Excellent 1.75L second in the driven G3 Grand Prix Dynavena Maisagri at 

Chatelaillon-la-Rochelle four weeks ago. Top chance despite a weak mounted record. 

12. DANDY GEDE - 26L seventh at Cabourg in October in a Class D mounted race. Down in level. 

13. FLEURON D'ACADIE - Scored by 0.75L at Laval two weeks ago in a Class E walk up. Interesting 

on mounted debut. 

14. EUSEBIO D'HERIPRE - Found success by a nose at Nantes twelve days back. On mounted debut. 

Consider. 

15. EDY DU POMMEREUX - 2.5L winner on grass at Rambouillet two outings ago. Unlucky late DQ 

since. Can bounce back on mounted debut. 

16. DAGUET NORMAND - Only beat one rival home at Vincennes three weeks ago in a Class C 

amateurs drivers mounted contest. Minor role likely. 

Summary: Another tricky contest with many having their first mounted attempts so a market check can 
prove a good guide. DREAM TOGETHER (1) produced a solid 1.75L third at Laval two weeks ago in a 
Class E driven walk up. Fair mounted profile. Likely player. DIABOLO CASTELETS (3) ran well at Reims 
when 1.75L fourth in a higher level. Holds claims on first mounted start. EN TOI J'ESPERE (4) was a 
good fifth at Graignes attempting a Grade E autostart. Interesting. FYNIO DU POMMEREUX (5) has a 
driver booking worth noting on mounted debut. 

Selections 

DREAM TOGETHER (1) - DIABOLO CASTELETS (3) - EN TOI J'ESPERE (4) - FYNIO DU 
POMMEREUX 


